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in South Africa, including the former Boer states, which were
now included in the Dominion. The full Constitution was not
published till the end of the year. At the beginning of the
same year, on January 12, 1906, there was held a general
election in Great Britain, which had a double significance:
first, the Liberal Party had such a large majority that it could
afford still further to postpone the talk of self-government for
Ireland. (There were 376 Liberals and 240 Irish and Con-
servatives combined, the Irish numbers being 83.) An attempt
at a sort of Irish local council rather than a Parliament was
refused in the next year by an Irish convention at Dublin.
The second important feature in this Parliament was the pres-
ence of a third English party (the Labour Party) for the first
time in appreciable numbers (29 members). Henceforward
there arose something of a group system in modern English
Parliamentary affairs.
An important departure belongs to the year 1907. A con-
siderable reserve was created for the Army, formed out of the
old yeomanry, militia, and Volunteer forces, and numbered no
less than 300,000 men. This was all part of the new anxieties
on Continental relations, especially with Germany. It passed
the third reading in the House of Commons on June 19, 1907.
In 1908 two things of high importance appear.
 (1)	An Old Age Pensions Bill was passed in the July of that
year, a further step in the reorganization of the Proletarian and
Industrial Capitalist State.    A proletarian who should have
reached the age of seventy destitute and without means—that
is, the vast majority of English men and women—should receive
a small weekly allowance from the state, payments to begin on
January i of the next year, 1909.
 (2)	Austria annexed a portion of the Balkans mainly in-
habited by Slavs, thereby adding to the friction between the
growing demand for Slav self-government and the Imperial
power at Vienna.
In the next year, 1909, took place only one e\ent of the first
moment, but that one far surpassing in historical consequence
to this country any other modern happening. On July 25
a French experimenter and constructor of flying machines,
Henri Bl&riot, flew the Channel from Calais to Dover, and
England ceased for the first time in history to be strategically
an island. The very first of the new art of flying had been
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